2019 UPDATE - ANNUAL REPORT

JANUARY 2019

Julie Golsteyn on Newsmax TV: Julie Golsteyn spoke out against what she called a “false narrative” about her husband following the news of his murder charges.

Quilts of Honor: Quilts of Honor sent UAP’s CEO, David Gurfein, a beautiful quilt at the office.

Clint Lorance sent letters from Leavenworth: Clint sent out two letters in January 2019 to his supporters from Leavenworth.

No Interruption with Tomi Lahren: Representatives from UAP joined Julie Golsteyn at the Fox News LA studio for the taping of a two part special created for Fox Nation called “War or Murder.”

Date Set for SGT Derrick Miller’s Parole Hearing: A parole hearing for SGT Derrick Miller was set for February 21, 2019.

Date Set for Preliminary Hearing for MAJ Matt Golsteyn: A preliminary hearing was set to begin March 14, 2019 at Fort Bragg, NC. According to Phil Stackhouse, “this will be Matt's first opportunity to face witnesses who claim to have information that is incriminating against him.”

Two part special on Fox Nation Released: A two part special titled “War or Murder” with Fox Nation’s Tomi Lahren is released for streaming. One episode is about Major Golsteyn’s case. Lahren promoted the episode info about MAJ Golsteyn via her social media platforms as well.

Julie Golsteyn appeared on Fox and Friends: Julie Golsteyn spoke with Pete Hegseth about the status of MAJ Golsteyn’s case.
FEBRUARY 2019

**Good News for Lt. Jacob Portier:** A U.S. Navy judge made a first ruling in the related case of another Navy SEAL and decided to dump two charges in that case. This was good news for Lt. Jacob Portier (a UAP client and the platoon leader of the Navy SEAL in the other case), who also faced numerous charges related to the ISIS fighter incident.

**Maj Matt Golsteyn speaks out publicly for the first time on Fox and Friends:** Major Matt Golsteyn spoke out publicly for the first time since being charged with murder in the death of an Afghan man during a 2010 deployment.

**Maj Matt Golsteyn in the Washington Post:** Golsteyn told The Post that he had found the Army’s investigation dishonest, and he can no longer stay silent about it.

**Lead Agent in Maj Matt Golsteyn case set for Court Martial for Stolen Valor:** Among the reasons Golsteyn's lawyer, Phil Stackhouse, cited for waiving the "Article 32" preliminary hearing and requesting dismissal is that Army Sgt. 1st Class Mark Delacruz, an Army Criminal Investigation Command agent assigned to Golsteyn's case, had been charged with four specifications of "intent to deceive."

**Maj Matt Golsteyn on NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt:** Matt and Julie sat down with Lester Holt for an exclusive interview for Nightly News.

**SGT Derrick Miller Parole Hearing:** UAP provided support at and participated in SGT Derrick Miller’s parole hearing.

**UAP Launches Blog on Website:** UAP’s new blog was launched on the website. The first post was about Unlawful Command Influence (UCI) & Prosecutorial Misconduct in cases involving U.S. Army Major Matt Golsteyn, U.S. Army 1LT Clint Lorance, and many others.
MARCH 2019

Clint Lorance update from Leavenworth: Clint reminded supporters there is so much work to be done and encouraged them to not give up the fight.

Julie Golsteyn appeared on Newsmax TV: Julie Golsteyn was interviewed on Newsmax and discussed her thoughts on why injustices were happening against her husband, Major Matt Golsteyn.

Maj Matt Golsteyn’s request to waive Article 32 Hearing granted: Having been advised of the rights granted at an Article 32 hearing by his legal counsel, reviewing the evidence, and determining with his legal team that there is nothing substantively new, Major Golsteyn, in accordance with Rules for Court-martial 405(m), chose to waive the Article 32 hearing and demanded a speedy trial in this case.

Congressman Ralph Abraham Letter: Congressman Abraham wrote a letter asking President Trump to review Clint’s case, including all of the evidence discovered after his court martial.

SGT Derrick Miller Granted Parole: Derrick’s release date from the USDB was set for May 20, 2019. UAP shared this news immediately with supporters.

48 Hours Episode “Widow’s War”: A 48 Hours episode on the mysterious death of Colonel Michael Stahlman aired helping bring light to this case.

APRIL 2019

Travesty of Justice Released: The book, written by former US Navy JAG officer Don Brown, exposed the shocking extent of the government's cover-up and disgusting lengths which the Army took to prosecute one of its best young officers, to satisfy what appeared to be an objective of political correctness.
**OANN story with Congressman Duncan Hunter:** In an interview for One America News, Marine combat veteran and Republican Congressman Duncan Hunter demanded justice for 1LT Clint Lorance after misconduct by Army prosecutors and the judge at his court-martial.

**Don Brown on Fox and Friends:** Don Brown appeared on Fox and Friends to discuss his new book, Travesty of Justice, and shared more details about 1LT Clint Lorance’s case.

**Local News on SGT Derrick Miller’s Release:** Renee Myers, SGT Derrick Miller’s mother, and UAP were featured in this local news story about Derrick’s upcoming release from Leavenworth and his return home to family in the DMV area.

**April update from Clint Lorance:** In a letter from Leavenworth, Clint thanked the Cajun Congressmen for all of their work fighting to get him out of prison.

**1SG John Hatley’s 10th Year at Leavenworth:** UAP shared info about 1SG John Hatley on the tenth anniversary of his incarceration, and encouraged supporters to become more familiar with his story to ensure they could help raise awareness.

**Free Clint Lorance Weekend Announced:** UAP shared information for the upcoming Free Clint Lorance Weekend that was to take place in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The weekend was set to include a book signing with author and attorney Don Brown, fundraising opportunities, and a presentation/panel led by John Maher, Don Brown, and David Gurfein.

**Jerry and Nancy Golsteyn with American Military News:** Jerry and Nancy addressed LTG Francis Beaudette in a letter published by AMN and asked why the Army continued to pursue their son who gave his youth, health, and limitless civilian opportunities to serve his country.
GoFundMe for SGT Derrick Miller: UAP continued to share a GoFundMe link to prevent fraudulent campaigns from being set up on behalf of Derrick. The goal for the campaign was $2,000.

MAY 2019
Free Clint Lorance Weekend in Baton Rouge, LA: Don Brown sold out of books at his book signing in Baton Rouge. UAP was able to raise awareness for Clint by setting up a fundraising & informational table during dinner hours at a local popular restaurant named TJ Ribs. UAP shared live updates and photos with supporters via social media and was able to livestream the entire panel presentation & following question and answer session with attorneys Don Brown and John Maher, and UAP’s CEO, David Gurfein, for viewers at home. Finally, local news interviewed the panel speakers as well as members of the Lorance family who were in attendance.

1LT Michael Behenna Pardoned: President Donald J. Trump pardoned former Army 1LT Michael Behenna, who was convicted of killing an alleged al Qaeda detainee.

POTUS Asks for More info on Lorance & Golsteyn cases: As reported in the Washington Times, “We’ve had additional information requested from us.’ ‘We’ve provided additional information on cases we’re covering’ to the White House, said David Gurfein, CEO of United American Patriots, an advocacy group that provides legal support to military members accused of crimes.”

David interviewed by Neil McCabe for OANN: David Gurfein pre recorded an interview with Neil McCabe at the OANN studio in D.C.
1LT Michael Behenna Statement: Michael Behenna thanked UAP in his statement to the media following his presidential pardon.

David speaks to Fox News about President Looking Into Other Cases: David stated to Fox News that UAP has provided details about other cases to Trump in response to a question he raised in a meeting with a congressman recently about how many veterans have been prosecuted and convicted for crimes in war zones.

Dan Lamothe (Washington Post) at UAP Office: Dan Lamothe visited the UAP office on behalf of the Washington Post to interview David Gurfein and to discuss the work UAP does for Warriors seeking justice.

1SG John Hatley’s Parents Recorded Video: 1SG Hatley’s parents each recorded a video talking about their son and their hopes to see him return home to Texas as a free man soon.

Anne Cutler from Fox5DC at UAP Office: Anne Cutler conducted an interview with David Gurfein in the office in preparation for a piece she was putting together about SGT Derrick Miller’s upcoming release from Leavenworth.

David Gurfein in Leavenworth, KS: David arrived in Leavenworth to spend a morning meeting with incarcerated warriors Clint Lorance, John Hatley, Derrick Miller, Bob Bales, and Calvin Gibbs.

David Gurfein on OANN: A new, pre recorded piece by Neil McCabe for OANN aired. David stated the President was right to review the cases of U.S. military members charged with war crimes, including his recent pardon of Army 1LT Michael Behenna.

Julie Golsteyn on Fox and Friends: Julie kept Matt’s story in the press with another Fox and Friends interview with Pete Hegseth to discuss the case.
Team UAP prepared for SGT Derrick Miller’s Release: UAP arrived in Kansas a day early, met up with SGT Derrick Miller’s family, recorded live updates for supporters at home, filmed interviews for the Vice News special, and went over the plan with family and the attorneys for Derrick’s release the following day.

SGT Derrick Miller Released from Leavenworth: Members of Team UAP were present in Kansas as SGT Derrick Miller was brought from the USDB to the front gate of Fort Leavenworth. UAP captured videos and photos of his reunion with family and the moments following his release to share with supporters who wanted to watch live from home.

KCTV5 on SGT Derrick Miller’s Release: Renee and Derrick were interviewed in Kansas immediately following his release for this piece.

FOX5DC on SGT Derrick Miller’s Release: Anne Cutler’s story airs on Fox5DC. The story contained screenshots from UAP’s website, content from UAP’s social media, and interviews with both David Gurfein and Renee Myers.

Julie Golsteyn in the Washington Examiner: Julie says the Army is “riddled with corruption” and they only expect lies at every step of the process.

VICE News at UAP Office: The production team for Vice News for HBO spent time at the UAP office interviewing David Gurfein again following the release to wrap up their piece on Derrick.

WDVM Interviewed SGT Derrick Miller: Local media interviewed Derrick on one of his first days home in Maryland following his release.

OANN on Possible Memorial Day Pardons: Neil McCabe interviewed Don Brown about the possibility of a Trump pardon for Clint Lorance by Memorial Day.
Next News Network Story: Next News Network aired a story about Derrick’s release from Leavenworth.

Vice News Exclusive: Vice News published an article introducing David Grufein as “the man pushing the Trump Administration to pardon combat veterans. Vice filmed content at the UAP office and joined the team at Leavenworth to capture the moment Derrick was released. Vice then conducted one of the first interviews with Derrick following his release.

JUNE 2019

UAP Invited Representatives to Reception: UAP Team Members spent the day on the Hill passing out invites to Representatives and their staff to the Welcome Home reception being held for SGT Derrick Miller.

Homecoming Reception on Capitol Hill for SGT Derrick Miller: SGT Derrick Miller and family are given a tour of the Capitol in the morning by UAP’s Congressional Liaison, a Capitol Dome tour courtesy of Rep. Louie Gohmert’s office, had lunch on the Hill, and met with Rep. Duncan Hunter before a reception in the evening.

WMALDC Morning Show: SGT Derrick Miller and David Gurfein talked about the fight for justice with WMALDC during a live radio interview at their DC office.

Colby Vokey in the Army Times: Attorney Colby Vokey spoke to the Army Times about SGT Derrick Miller still being a felon in the eyes of the state despite his parole and release, and how a pardon would solve these problems for Miller.
TownHall Article on SGT Derrick Miller: Townhall.com featured an article about UAP’s efforts to draw support for SGT Derrick Miller’s case and the continuing battle to earn him a presidential pardon.

SGT Derrick Miller Thanked Supporters: SGT Derrick Miller recorded a thank you message at UAP’s office for all those who prayed for him and his family over the years, sent letters to Leavenworth, contacted their elected officials, and donated on his behalf.

Justice for Warriors Caucus Announced: Congressman Duncan Hunter, SGT Derrick Miller, and UAP’s CEO David Gurfein appeared on Fox and Friends live from the New York City studio to announce the creation of the new Justice for Warriors Caucus and its plans to help protect war fighters as well as educate the public and the President about what warriors are facing in the military justice system.

Arraignment Set for MAJ Matt Golsteyn: Nearly a decade after the alleged crime and six months after the official charges, an arraignment date was set for Major Golsteyn.

Team UAP at MAJ Golsteyn Arraignment: Team members from UAP attended the arraignment at Fort Bragg to represent people across the nation who support the Golsteyn family. Major Golsteyn pleaded not guilty to the charge of premeditated murder.

Congressional Baseball Game: Justin joined SGT Derrick Miller at Nats Park for the Congressional Baseball Game. The two were able to spend time with Congressman Duncan Hunter at the game.

JULY 2019

John Maher, Down Brown, and SGT Derrick Miller on Hannity Show: Updates on 1LT Clint Lorance’s case and the efforts of the JFW Caucus were shared with Sean Hannity.
Julie Golsteyn Appeared on Fox and Friends: Julie shared updates regarding her husband’s case on Fox.

Julie Golsteyn Appeared on OANN with Neil McCabe: Julie shared current info about Major Matt Golsteyn’s case.

U.S. Navy Decided to Move Forward with Portier Case: Despite the acquittal in the case of Portier’s platoon member, the U.S. Navy decided to continue its prosecution of UAP’s client. Portier’s attorney called the pursuit a vendetta.

Derrick Miller Interviewed on American Family Radio: SGT Derrick Miller discussed his story on being convicted of a war crime with the Sandy Rios in the Morning Show.

Newsrep OpEd: Op-ed shared how Clint continued to watch out for his men as a ‘pod leader’ at Leavenworth where he would constantly try to help other former soldiers help themselves by showing them resources and encouraging them to grow spiritually and individually.

Julie Golsteyn and David Gurfein on OANN: Julie and David were interviewed by Neil McCabe for a piece on OANN. David highlighted the fact that accusations against Matt had been reviewed and dismissed twice before.

SGT Derrick Miller and David Gurfein on Capitol Hill: Derrick and David recorded a Facebook Live video updating supporters on Derrick’s new role with the JFW Caucus and the efforts they were taking to free our Warriors.

MAJ Golsteyn Denied Leave: Major Golsteyn was denied leave from Fort Bragg that would have allowed him to meet with his legal counsel to prepare for trial.

Team UAP Attends Conference: Members of Team UAP attended the 14th Annual Bridge to Integrated Marketing and Fundraising Conference in Maryland.

Gurfein Family BBQ: David and Beth Gurfein hosted SSG Calvin Gibbs’ brother, Cameron, and two other Infantry Marines at their home for a BBQ.

SPC Michael Wagnon Visited UAP HQ: Wagnon was wrongfully accused of war crimes based on false statements made by Morlock. Charges against Michael were dismissed, but he was still given an “Other Than Honorable Discharge.” UAP supported the fight to fix that injustice and have his discharge upgraded.

AUGUST 2019

UAP Requested Letters for Parole Process: UAP encouraged supporters to submit a letter of support for 1LT Clint Lorance’s parole packet.

U.S. Navy SEAL LT Jacob Portier Cleared: The Chief of Naval Operations dismissed all charges in the case of Lt. Jacob Portier “in the best interest of justice and the Navy.” Richardson also ordered a full review of the Navy’s JAG Corps.

Hannity Must Read: An article detailing the “tragic miscarriage of justice” in 1LT Clint Lorance’s case was published on Sean Hannity’s website.

SEAL TEAM 2 Charges Dismissed by US Navy: All criminal charges against U.S. Navy SEALS D’Ambrosio, Silva, Swarts, and Webb were dismissed.

David and Neil McCabe in DC: David Gurfein spent time with OANN reporter Neil McCabe, at their DC office and shared more info about our Warriors.
John Maher on OANN: Attorney John Maher detailed how a detective in the Clint Lorance case was forced out of service as well as other updates about the case.

Military Surplus Store: UAP engaged owners of military surplus stores and offered to raise awareness for their stores and their sites in return for them agreeing to place UAP posters and present info to their customers about UAP and our Warriors.

UAP Collected over 600 Letters for 1LT Clint Lorance: Over 600 letters were collected, organized, and hand delivered to Clint at Leavenworth for inclusion in his parole packet.

Leavenworth Premiere at Tribeca TV Festival Set: Tickets became available for the first screening in New York City and the following panel discussion.

Army Delayed Golsteyn’s Motions Hearing: The Army delayed a motions hearing to the week of September 9th. No reason was given for the delay.

Hannity Labor Day Lorance Update: Hannity posted an update to “share more information about an individual who will not share the same luxury” of heading into Labor Day activities.

Leavenworth Trailer Released: The official trailer and short description for the new docuseries was released.

SEPTEMBER 2019
Leavenworth Premiere Date Announced: Starz announces Leavenworth, the new military docuseries produced by Steven Soderbergh, will premiere October 20, 2019 on Starz.
**Date set for Major Golsteyn’s Trial:** USASOC Public Affairs Office out of Fort Bragg, N.C. issued a media advisory stating the trial for MAJ Matt Golsteyn’s court martial was set to begin Monday, December 2 at Fort Bragg.

**UAP attended Leavenworth Premiere:** UAP attended the Tribeca TV Festival showing of Leavenworth in New York City. After the showing a panel discussion with the show’s executive producers, former soldier Mike McGuinnes, NYT correspondent Dave Phillips, and attorney John Maher took place.

**Congressional Delegation to Leavenworth:** SGT Derrick Miller escorted three congressmen to the USDB where they were able to meet some of our Warriors, hear their stories, and see the way they live everyday inside the prison.

**Justice for Warriors Caucus on Hannity:** Members of the JFW Caucus called in to the Hannity Radio Show to discuss their visit to Leavenworth.

**Gohmert Statement on Congressional Visit to Leavenworth:** Congressman Gohmert reflected on his visit to the USDB with SGt Derrick Miller, and stated there was a lot of work to do to reform military justice.

**OCTOBER 2019**

**UAP attended motions hearing for Major Matt Golsteyn:** UAP attended a motions hearing to support the Golsteyn family. After the hearing Nancy Golsteyn and Phil Stackhouse gave supporters updates on Facebook live.

**Army Prosecutors file motions to conduct depositions of supposed Afghan witnesses in Afghanistan:** MAJ Matt Golsteyn’s attorney notes that the Army has placed concern for Afghan witness safety over the concerns of an American Service member who has sacrificed significantly for his country by requiring him to return to an active combat zone where kinetic battles were currently taking place.
UAP at the Pentagon for CFC Campaign: UAP’s CEO and Congressional Liaison set up a table at the Pentagon to raise awareness for our Warriors and to campaign for the CFC.

President Trump Tweet:
President Trump announced the case of MAJ Matt Golsteyn was under review at the White House.

Nancy Golsteyn on Fox and Friends: Nancy Golsteyn appeared on Fox and Friends with Pete Hegseth following the announcement of a trial date being set for Major Matt Golsteyn.

LTC Allen West Continued Support for Clint: LTC Allen West posted on his website that he would continue to do everything to have Clint pardoned and released. LTC West also mentioned his involvement with UAP’s efforts for Clint.

Don Brown on Leavenworth Panel: Don Brown participated in a panel with Leavenworth producers to answer questions about the case.

John Hatley’s Parole Hearing: UAP attended 1SG John Hatley’s parole hearing in Arlington, VA. In addition to SGT Derrick Miller, Colby Vokey, John Maher, David Gurfein, and Rick Rand, six congressmen from the Justice for Warriors Caucus attended in support of John Hatley.

KWTX Local News Reported on 1SG John Hatley: In a piece titled “Mission for Justice,” KWTX shared more about John Hatley’s parole hearing and the details of his case.

Leavenworth Premiered on Starz: The first episode of Leavenworth aired on October 20, 2019.
**1LT Clint Lorance Commented on Leavenworth:** In a new letter from Leavenworth Clint encouraged supporters to continue watching the STARZ docuseries despite concerns of bias that were raised after the first episode was aired.

**Mike McGuinneses and Don Brown on Leavenworth Panel:** McGuinness admits during his interview the “prosecution dropped the ball” in the Lorance case. UAP shared this clip on social media.

**KWTX Covered Parole Hearing:** Local news reported on 1SG John Hatley’s parole hearing and announced that the family was waiting for a decision to be made.

**1SG John Hatley Granted Parole:** UAP shared the news that 1SG John Hatley had been granted parole, but the release date was set for almost a full year later.

**KWTX Covered Hatley News:** Local news station covered the “bittersweet news” of 1SG John Hatley’s parole and release date for October 2020.

**Army Prosecutor Filed for Continuance in Golsteyn Trial:** Julie Golsteyn shared that prosecutor Joseph Morman filed a motion asking for a continuance until February because they were not ready for trial.

**Jamie Lorance and Don Brown on Fox and Friends:** Jamie Lorance and Don Brown appeared on Fox and Friends with Pete Hegseth to advocate for Clint.

**SPC Allan Moser’s Discharge Upgraded:** SPC Allan Moser thanked UAP and John Maher for their work in getting the Army to right their wrong and upgrade his discharge. Allan Moser struck an enemy terrorist who bit him and was administratively separated with a General Discharge and not authorized to reenlist.
UAP at the FDA: UAP’s Director of Operations and Congressional Liaison set up a table at the FDA to raise awareness for our Warriors and campaign for the CFC.

NOVEMBER 2019
Congressional Letter Sent to Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army: Ten members of Congress submitted a letter requesting 1SG John Hatley’s release by December 16, 2019.

UAP at the Secret Service for the CFC: UAP’s CEO and Congressional Liaison represented UAP at the Secret Service and provided more information about what UAP does on behalf of our Nation’s Warriors.

Pete Hegseth
Announcement: Pete Hegseth tweeted he confirmed “Presidential action is imminent in the military justice cases of Army Lieutenant Clint Lorance and Major Matt Golsteyn.”

Army Times Reported on 2 Cases being Reviewed: John Maher told the Army Times his team is asking the president to disapprove the findings and sentence. Phil Stackhouse stated they were grateful the President was taking action and that the president has the ability to dismiss the charge with prejudice.

Don Brown on Sean Hannity Radio Show: Don Brown told Hannity that UAP supports several lawyers in trying to fight battles for justice for Warriors.

UAP CEO Quoted in Military.com Article: UAP’s CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein, spoke with Military.com stating Trump had a responsibility to act on behalf of Lorance and Golsteyn and alleged their cases were not handled properly.
Clint sends a message from Leavenworth: Clint sent a letter to supporters asking them to utilize the White House phone system to state they stand behind the President making a decision to disapprove all charges and restore Clint’s freedom.

Marine Corps Birthday: Members of Team UAP attended a birthday event for the Marine Corps on Capitol Hill.

UAP at the State Department: UAP’s CEO set up a table at the State Department to raise awareness for our Warriors and to campaign for the CFC.

Team UAP Arrived to Leavenworth: Based on information from the legal teams, the President, and the media, UAP arrived in Kansas to support members of the Lorance family who gathered and planned to stay at a hotel across from post. During this time UAP continued to post online, raise awareness, and encouraged the President to continue to examine these cases.

MAJ Matt Golsteyn & 1LT Clint Lorance Pardoned: On November 15, 2019 President Trump ruled in favor of Clint and Matt. Team UAP immediately began preparations to escort Clint out of the USDB.

Clint Released from Leavenworth: UAP escorted Clint off post to the hotel where his family waited in the hotel lobby to greet him. Decorations were placed in the lobby and pizza was ordered to celebrate. Once inside the hotel, Clint and David spoke directly to supporters on UAP’s Facebook live.

1LT Clint Lorance Arrived in Texas: Friends and family gathered to wait for Clint’s arrival in Merit, TX. Clint was greeted by a large crowd, given an escort to the stage, and spoke to the crowd.
1LT Clint Lorance Exclusive: Clint and UAP traveled to New York City where Clint offered his first exclusive interview to Fox and Friends with Pete Hegseth.

1LT Clint Lorance Interviewed on Hannity: Clint and attorney, Don Brown, talked to Hannity about the recent pardon.

MAJ Matt Golsteyn Seeks Awards: Phil Stackhouse told the Army Times Matt would ask the Army to reinstate his Special Forces tab and Silver Star. UAP announced they would continue to support Matt in this effort.

1LT Clint Lorance and SGT Derrick Miller on Capitol Hill: SGT Derrick Miller escorted Clint around the Hill and introduced him to key members of Congress who played instrumental roles in getting them both released from Leavenworth.

Newsmax TV Interview: 1LT Clint Lorance sits down for an interview with Newsmax to discuss his recent pardon.

1LT Clint Lorance at UAP Office: UAP welcomed Clint and his cousin, Jamie, to UAP headquarters for a visit with the entire team.

1LT Clint Lorance meets Julie Golsteyn: Clint was able to finally meet Julie while spending time in DC for interviews and with the UAP team.

President Trump Tweet: President Trump tweets “I will always protect our great warfighters. I’ve got your backs!”
DECEMBER 2019

Giving Tuesday 2019: UAP dedicated Giving Tuesday to 1SG John Hatley. Clint Lorance helped UAP with the campaign by taking a #Unselfie photo and encouraging others to donate and submit their own picture.

Blue Magazine Interview: The Blue Magazine invited 1LT Clint Lorance to their office in New York City for an interview. UAP escorted Clint to this interview and took some time to show him the 9/11 Memorial after they were done.

Andrew Wilkow Interview: 1LT Clint Lorance returned to Washington, D.C. and was invited to do an interview with Andrew Wilkow on Blaze TV. UAP’s CEO joined Clint in the studio.

UAP at the Department of the Interior for CFC: UAP set up a table at the Department of the Interior to raise awareness for our Warriors. Clint Lorance joined the team and helped spread the word about our mission.

Statesman’s Dinner: Three weeks after being pardoned 1LT Clint Lorance and MAJ Matt Golsteyn were invited on the stage with President Trump. UAP’s CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein, was also in attendance and had the opportunity to speak with the President, Congressman Michael Waltz, and several other patriots.

Honor Our Heroes on Capitol Hill: UAP and the Justice for Warriors Caucus recognized 1LT Clint Lorance and MAJ Matt Golsteyn, who had just been pardoned by President Trump. Several members of the JFW Caucus were also recognized for their efforts in the fight for justice.
Colonel Michael Stahlman Remembered: UAP shared a photo of a wreath that was placed on Colonel Stahlman’s grave at Arlington National Cemetery as a part of Wreaths Across America. Supporters were encouraged to read more about his case on our website.

PBS NewsHour Interview: UAP’s CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein was invited to go toe-to-toe with an “expert,” law professor, U.S. Air Force LtCol, Rachel E. VanLandingham about President Trump’s recent intervention in recent military cases.

UAP Announced NASCAR Details: UAP shares the first look at the design of the car that will race at the Daytona International Speedway in February 2020. Anyone interested in becoming a sponsor was encouraged to reach out to UAP.